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Abstract— The content of the web has increasingly become 

a focus for academic research. Computer programs are 

needed in order to conduct any large-scale processing of 

web pages, requiring the use of a web crawler at some stage 

in order to fetch the pages to be analyzed. The processing of 

the text of web pages in order to extract information can be 

expensive in terms of processor time. The data ware housing 

maintain large and heterogeneous data from various input 

sources, website is one of them and selecting a particular 

data from a website is tedious and time consuming job. 

Searching for particular data in a website required lots of 

browsing efforts and manual efforts to copy the data from 

web pages. User has to download the images manually from 

webpage. The main objective is to develop an application 

based on web crawling algorithm which fetch the data for 

user for given keywords from the given target website and 

save them in database. The application is based on Java 

swing and Crawler4J API. Crawler4j is an open source web 

crawler for Java which provides a simple interface for 

crawling the Web. For database MYSQL is used. The Web 

crawler are mainly used to create a copy  of all the visited 

pages for later  processing by a search engine that will index 

the downloaded page to provide fast searches. Everyone use 

Information from website for their research, publications, 

advertisement, marketing etc. Many times this data came 

from databanks or data warehouses. In short many people 

perform web data mining for gathering information. To 

overcome this problem, software called “Web Crawler” is 

applied which uses various kinds of algorithms to achieve 

the goal. These algorithms use various kinds of heuristic 

functions to increase efficiency of crawlers. In this paper, 

we intend to provide a new crawling system which will be 

designed using java crawler4J API.  This system will be a 

platform that will allow the user to crawler on given website 

to find the relevant data. The system will also be integrated 

with report functionality which provides an option to access 

the crawler data at a later time. In this system, we design 5 

different types of the crawler to suits different needs of the 

user. Once crawler starts the crawling it will show the 

outcome in process window and if the data found it will be 

stored in the keyword table. While running the test cases on 

different domains we find out that it’s results are acceptable 

from user points and our aims are achieved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Webmasters and content providers began optimizing sites 

for search engines in the mid-1990s, as the first search 

engines were cataloging the early Web. Initially, all 

webmasters needed to do was to submit the address of a 

page, or URL, to the various engines which would send a 

"spider" to "crawl" that page, extract links to other pages 

from it, and return information found on the page to be 

indexed. The leading search engines, such as Google, Bing 

and Yahoo!, use crawlers to find pages for their algorithmic 

search results. Using this same methodology, we have 

implemented it with the help of data warehouse for storing 

historical data so that any data can be accessed anywhere 

anytime without the use of internet. 

When  a  data  is  searched,  hundreds  of  

thousands  of  results  appear.  Users  do  not  have  the  

persistence  and  stretch  to  go through each and every page 

listed. So search engines have a big job of sorting out the 

results, in the order of interest to the user within the first 

page of appearance and a quick summary of the information 

provided on a page. 

Retrieving effective content from the Web is a 

crucial task because it heavily influences the perceived 

effectiveness of a search engine. Users often look at only a 

few top hits, making the precision achieved by the ranking 

algorithm of paramount importance. Early search engines 

ranked pages principally based on their lexical similarity to 

the query. The key strategy was to devise the best weighting 

algorithm to represent Web pages and query in a vector 

space, so that closeness in such a space would be correlated 

with semantic relevance. 

Web Crawler is a program/software or automated 

script which browses the World Wide Web in a methodical, 

automated manner. Crawlers have bots that fetch new and 

recently changed websites, and then indexes them. By this 

process billions of  websites  are  crawled  and  indexed  

using  algorithms  (which  are  usually  well-guarded  

secrets)  depending  on  a  number  of factors. Several 

commercial search engines change the factors often to 

improve the search engines process. 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A. Basic Crawler 

 This will crawl on the given url and gather all the data 

found in the targeted url and display following details. 

 Based on Breadth First Search Algorithm 

 Store data by given keywords 

 Create separated tables for each keywords data 

 Useful for market research  and others 

B. Image Crawler 

 A image based crawler that downloads image content 

from the crawling domain and stores them in a folder. 

 This crawler is useful if image data is required for data 

mining. 

 Based on Breadth First Search Algorithm 

 Useful for 

a) market research and analysis 

b) Advertisement and Product analysis 

c) Image Media 

d) Others 
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C. Thread Based Crawler 

 The crawler will act as a controller to collect 

data/statistics from crawling threads. 

 Based on Breadth First Search Algorithm 

 Useful for gathering large data and where cpu power is 

high. 

D. Multiple Crawler 

 This is crawler use full if you want to use two distinct 

crawlers to be run concurrently. 

 To split crawling into different domains 

 Useful for gathering data from different domains 

a) Operations Analysis 

b) Medical Analysis 

c) others 

E. Crawler with Shutdown Command 

 A crawling can be terminated gracefully by sending the 

'shutdown' command to the controller. 

 Useful for when a user want to terminate the crawling 

process at given time 

 The gather data can by use by 

a) Market research and analysis 

b) Customer Analysis 

c) Others 

F. Reporting 

 To represent the crawler data in PDF format, we use 

Jasper Reports. 

 Jasper Reports is an open source java reporting engine. 

 A Jasper Reports contains 

a) A Template- predefine PDF template to create PDF 

from scratch. 

b) A Builder - report builder who create PDF file 

using given design. 

c) A Designer - designer who design PDF report 

using given input data and template. 

G. Dao 

 Data Access Object Pattern or DAO pattern is used to 

separate low level data accessing API or operations 

from high level business services. 

 The DAO interface defines the standard operations to 

be performed on a model object(s). 

 The DAO implements classes is responsible to get data 

from a data source which can be database / xml or any 

other storage mechanism. 

 DAO Modal class is a simple POJO containing get/set 

methods to store data retrieved using DAO class 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Breadth First Search 

Breadth First Search is the simplest form of crawling 

algorithm. It starts with a link and keeps on traversing the 

connected links without taking into consideration any 

knowledge about the topic. Since it does not take into 

account the relevancy of the path while traversing, it is also 

known as the Blind Search Algorithm. It is considered to 

give lower bound on efficiency for any intelligent traversal 

algorithm 

B. Breadth First Search Algorithm Rule 

 Implemented with QUEUE (FIFO) 

 Finds pages along shortest paths 

 If we start with “good” pages, this keeps us close; 

maybe other good stuff 

 
Fig. 1: 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Reducing the search time with relevant results is one of the 

major problems faced by search engines these days. There 

are a large number of algorithms used by Web Crawlers to 

increase their efficiency and the approaches discussed in this 

report are also a part of that group. 

Search will give more relevant results even though 

initially it may consume some amount of time. 

The algorithm can work efficiently in static as well 

as less dynamic environments where environment variables 

do not change during the search. If the environment 

drastically changes during the search then the current 

process will not be able to produce efficient result. This is 

one of the major weaknesses in the current algorithm that 

does not allow dynamic change in Heuristic approach based 

on drastic changes in the environment. 

In the future, we would like to handle forums 

which use JavaScript, include incremental crawling, and 

discover new threads and refresh crawled threads in a timely 

manner to provide more support on dynamic websites. 

Allow to crawl on multiple websites at a time for getting 

more data from different sources. 

Allow downloading of other media formats like 

video, word documents etc. We also provide optimize 

utilization of network bandwidth and disk through output. 

The initial results of applying crawler to other social media 

are very promising. We would like to conduct more 

comprehensive experiments to further verify our approach 

and improve upon it. 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

In this paper, we intend to provide a new crawling system 

which will be designed using java crawler4J API.  This 

system will be a platform that will allow the user to crawler 

on given website to find the relevant data. The system will 
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also be integrated with report functionality which provides 

an option to access the crawler data at a later time. In this 

system, we design 5 different types of the crawler to suits 

different needs of the user. Once crawler starts the crawling 

it will show the outcome in process window and if the data 

found it will be stored in the keyword table. While running 

the test cases on different domains we find out that it`s 

results are acceptable from user points and our aims are 

achieved. 
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